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The origin of the German cockroach, Blattella germanica, is enigmatic, in part because it 
is ubiquitous worldwide in human- built structures but absent from any natural habitats. 
The first historical records of this species are from ca. 250 years ago (ya) from central 
Europe (hence its name). However, recent research suggests that the center of diversity of 
the genus is Asian, where its closest relatives are found. To solve this paradox, we sampled 
genome- wide markers of 281 cockroaches from 17 countries across six continents. We con-
firm that B. germanica evolved from the Asian cockroach Blattella asahinai approximately 
2,100 ya, probably by adapting to human settlements in India or Myanmar. Our genomic 
analyses reconstructed two primary global spread routes, one older, westward route to the 
Middle East coinciding with various Islamic dynasties (~1,200 ya), and another younger 
eastward route coinciding with the European colonial period (~390 ya). While Europe 
was not central to the early domestication and spread of the German cockroach, European 
advances in long- distance transportation and temperature- controlled housing were likely 
important for the more recent global spread, increasing chances of successful dispersal to and 
establishment in new regions. The global genetic structure of German cockroaches further 
supports our model, as it generally aligns with geopolitical boundaries, suggesting regional 
bridgehead populations established following the advent of international commerce.

domestication | globalization | insecticide resistance | integrated pest management | invasive species

The rise of human civilization has triggered the evolution and spread of commensal species 
adapted to urban environments. Some species have become invasive pests, with serious impli-
cations for human well- being and economic prosperity (1). Many of these pest species have 
spread globally, facilitated by human technological innovations, which include advancements 
in transportation and housing, notably plumbing and heating (2). A deeper understanding of 
the factors that facilitate the spread of pest species can help prevent further spread and mitigate 
future economic losses (3). However, tracing the spread of pests based on historical records is 
often obscured by a dearth of accurate record- keeping, especially prior to the 1950s (4). 
Advances in population genomics help trace origins and reconstruct spread routes when his-
torical records are limited and geographically biased (4). The German cockroach, Blattella 
germanica L., the world’s most prevalent cockroach pest, is ubiquitous in human buildings 
globally but not outdoors; it imposes significant social, medical, and economic costs (5) due 
to prevalent insecticide resistance allowing it to outcompete ~40 known pest cockroach species 
in buildings (6).

The origin and spread of the German cockroach are shrouded in mystery. Described by 
Linnaeus in 1776 about a decade after the Seven Years’ War, historical records have suggested 
a global spread of German cockroaches from Europe between the late 19th to early 20th 
centuries (6). However, the German cockroach has no close relatives in Europe; those are in 
Africa and Asia. The ancestral species was suggested to be the Asian cockroach, Blattella 
asahinai Mizukubo (7, 8), native to the Bay of Bengal in Asia (east India, Myanmar, and 
nearby islands), and invasive in agricultural landscapes in the southern United States (7). The 
paradox of a European beginning but Asian phylogenetic affinity is likely due to the almost 
complete lack of systematic entomological knowledge across the world prior to the 20th 
century. To help fill the knowledge gap and solve this paradox, we used genome- wide markers 
from 281 samples from 17 countries around the world (Fig. 1), from which we described the 
genetic structure and reconstructed spread routes of the German cockroach.

Results and Discussion

Based on the 1,536 bp mitochondrial COI gene, we found a shallow divergence between 
Asian and German cockroaches (~0.59%; 9 bp), in stark contrast with the 10 times higher 
divergences with other congenerics, e.g., Blattella bisignata and Blattella lituricollis, (>5%; 
92 bp and 84 bp respectively). German cockroaches from 83% (44/53) of sites had 
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identical haplotypes (Fig. 1A); the remainder had very low levels 
of differentiation (0.07 to 0.2%; 1 to 3 bp) between the minor 
and major COI haplotypes, indicating a recent origin and spread.

Further evidence for a recent global spread came from the limited 
population subdivision across the globe based on 158,216 single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (Fig. 1B). Maximum likelihood estima-
tion of ancestry, implemented in ADMIXTURE v1.3 (9), suggested 
six major ancestral clusters of German cockroaches (Korea, China, 
Indonesia, India, Eastern Europe, and United States), which would 
have served as sources for modern global populations (Fig. 1C). 
Curiously, the highest divergence was among populations from 
Korea, Indonesia, and India in Asia even though these are close to 
the native range of their ancestor B. asahinai (7). Moreover, Asian 

populations (China, India, and Indonesia) exhibited a higher level 
of nucleotide diversity than other populations (Fig. 1C). Most sam-
ples from the same country/region shared ancestry, with a few excep-
tions revealing possible secondary introductions after the 
establishment of a regional bridgehead population (Fig. 1C). This is 
supported by the relatively high inbreeding within sampling sites 
(inbreeding coefficient, FIS, from −0.12 to 0.65), along with low 
genetic differentiation between pairs of sampling sites (pairwise FST), 
ranging from 0 to 0.35. It is also apparent that regional ancestry may 
correspond to human commercial links. For example, German cock-
roaches in Singapore and Australia are more closely related to those 
in the United States than with geographically adjacent populations 
in Indonesia (Fig. 1 C and D).
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Fig. 1.   Population genetic structure and global spread routes of the German cockroach, Blattella germanica. (A) Median joining haplotype network based on 
the COI gene (1,536 bp). (B) Principal component analysis based on 158,216 genome- wide single nucleotide polymorphisms. (C) Bar plot (Top), split into region- 
specific bar plots mapped to sampling sites, derived from maximum likelihood estimation of ancestry (ADMIXTURE) at the optimal number of ancestral clusters 
(K = 6). The diagram on top of the bar plot indicates nucleotide diversity (π) per locus at each sampling site. The inferred timing and routes of global spread are 
mapped with black arrows. (D) Divergence of key populations presented in the form of an allele- frequency- based unrooted tree with residuals of drift parameters 
mapped as migration edges. (E) A zoomed- in view of (C) focused on Asia. The natural range of the ancestor, B. asahinai, is shown in green.
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We tested different scenarios of divergence among populations and 
reconstructed the spread routes of the German cockroach with indi-
viduals from nine selected sampling sites by comparing the observed 
site frequency spectrum with coalescence- based simulations [imple-
mented using fastsimcoal2 v.2.7 (10)] (SI Appendix). Six of the nine 
selected sites (China, Indonesia, India, Korea, Ukraine, and USA) 
represented the six pure ancestries identified with ADMIXTURE 
(Fig. 1C); three sites represented wider regions (Ethiopia for Africa, 
Iran for Western Asia, and the Netherlands for Western Europe) that 
likely acted as steppingstones in the global spread of the German 
cockroach. To examine the nature of population admixture during 
this spread, we performed allele- frequency- based tree reconstruction 
as implemented in TREEMIX v.1.13 (11). The tree of population 
divergence produced by TREEMIX was consistent with our ancestry 
estimation and spread route reconstruction (Fig. 1D).

We found the ancestor of the German cockroach to be the Asian 
cockroach, probably living in human settlements, with two domes-
ticated lineages (agricultural/peridomestic and building environ-
ments), around 2,100 years ago (ya) when human civilizations were 
thriving in South Asia. We determined that the global spread of 
German cockroaches was initiated along two routes, west and east of 
the origin in India or Myanmar (Fig. 1C). As German cockroaches 
were known to hitchhike in soldiers’ bread baskets (12), the expansion 
(~1.2 kya) westward was probably due to intensifying commercial 
and military activities of the Islamic Umayyad or Abbasid Caliphates. 
The expansion (~390 ya) eastward was likely facilitated by European 
colonial commercial activities between South and Southeast Asia 
(perhaps the Dutch and British East India Companies).

As recently as the 18th century, the German cockroach was still 
mostly contained within Asia. Our estimated time for their entry 
into Europe (~270 ya) matches the earliest historical records in the 
1760s (6). The German cockroach then spread to the rest of the 
world between the late 19th and early 20th century, consistent with 
the highest volume of first records (6). Advances that accelerated 
transportation (e.g. steam engines) and thus globalization of trade, 
and increased comfort in housing (plumbing and indoor heating), 
allowed German cockroach populations to colonize regions that 
had been previously inaccessible due to high mortality during 
long- distance travel and poor cold tolerance (6).

We identified six migratory events in the TREEMIX results, 
most of them at locations where human commercial activities 

would lead to an overlap of cockroaches from different ancestries. 
For example, the population in Singapore was introduced through 
the West route but received substantial migration from neighboring 
Indonesian populations (Fig. 1D). As admixture during biological 
invasions may facilitate adaptation to new environments (13), 
future studies could focus on the functional genomic aspects of 
this admixture to understand German cockroaches’ rapid spread, 
evolution of insecticide resistance, and so inform better integrated 
pest management (5, 6).

Materials and Methods

We collected 281 German cockroach samples from 57 sites in 17 countries 
across all human- inhabited continents. To acquire the COI gene, we sequenced 
mitochondrial genomes for 53 individuals, one individual per site, following 
published protocols (14). To acquire genome- wide SNPs, we followed published 
double digest restriction- site associated DNA library preparation protocols and 
associated bioinformatic pipelines (15). The COI dataset with 53 samples of 
the German cockroach and three samples of other Blattella species was used 
to create the haplotype network, whereas the SNP dataset of 281 samples was 
used to investigate population genetic structure and reconstruct the global 
spread of the German cockroach. For a detailed description of analyses, please 
see SI Appendix.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Raw sequence data for COI (NCBI 
accession PP692240–PP692292) (16) and genome- wide SNPs (PRJNA1099617) 
(17) are publicly available in NCBI. Tissue and DNA samples are stored in the 
Department of Entomology at Texas A&M University, USA. Materials are available 
upon request. Codes and scripts used for analyses are available at: https://github.
com/qt37t247/German_cockroach_ddRAD (18).
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Sample collection and variant calling 

In this study, we collected 281 German cockroach samples from 57 localities in 17 countries 

across all continents with permanent human residence (for details, refer to Dataset S1). Samples 

from China (1), Iran, Russia, Ukraine, and USA (2) were subsets of previous population genetic 

studies using microsatellites. To avoid DNA contamination from microbes and symbionts, which 

are abundant in the abdomen of cockroaches, two legs of each sample were ground and used as 

raw material for DNA extraction. Samples from India were acquired from lab strains and extracted 

with an DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Germany). All other samples were captured alive 

and preserved in ethanol before DNA extraction using a phenol-chloroform method as described 

in a previous study (1). We enzymatically digested the genomic DNA using EcoRI and MspI. 

Subsequently, the digested DNA fragments were ligated with unique adapters. Fragments of 

~350 bp were then selectively isolated using Pippin Prep (Sage Science, USA) and subjected to 

eight cycles of PCR amplification to produce the ultimate double digest restriction-site associated 

DNA (ddRAD) libraries. These libraries were sequenced using Illumina Novaseq (USA) to 

produce 150 bp pair-end reads.  

 

Raw reads received from the sequence provider were confirmed to be of high quality and with low 

adapter content using FastQC (Babraham Bioinformatics, USA). We proceeded with no reads 

discarded or truncated. Raw reads were demultiplexed into samples using the function 

process_rad_tag as implemented in Stacks v2.4 (3). We aligned reads of each sample to the 

reference genome of the German cockroach (4) using function BWA-MEM as implemented in 

BWA (5), with all technical parameters set as default. Alignments, discarding those with MAPQ 

scores below 20 (-q 20), were sorted into bam files using samtools v1.9 (6).  

 

We called variants of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) using the function ref_map.pl as 

implemented in Stacks, regarding all samples as a single population. Our raw SNP yield 

amounted to 2,050,828 (mean per-sample coverage: 30.1×; SD: 23.6×). Using PLINK v1.9 (7), 



 
 

3 
 

we removed loci with >10% missing data (--geno 0.1) and linked (unphased hardcall r2 > 0.95) to 

neighboring loci (within a 25-SNP window sliding 10 SNPs per step). In the end, we converged on 

a SNP dataset of 158,216 biallelic loci for all 281 individuals. 

 

We selected one sample per sampling site to sequence (Illumina HiSeq2000) the mitochondrial 

genome from long PCRs (see second sequencing strategy in Bourguignon et al. (8)). 

Mitochondrial genomes were de novo assembled as described in Bourguignon et al (9). In 

addition, to make comparisons between intra- and interspecies levels of divergence, we collected 

published mitochondrial genomes of three other Blattella species (B. asahinai MG882167, B. 

bisignata NC_018549.1, and B. lituricollis MG882212) (8, 10). We spliced the mitochondrial 

genomes using the MITOS Webserver (11) to create gene-based alignments. We aligned the COI 

sequences (1,536bp) based on codons using the Muscle algorithm implemented in MEGA v11. 

We converted the alignment to haplotype data and generated a haplotype network using the 

median-joining algorithm as implemented in POPART v1.7 (12). 

 

Population structure and ancestry estimation 

To determine genetic differentiation among individuals, we performed PCA using the R package 

SNPRelate v1.28.0 (13). To estimate the ancestry of our global German cockroach samples, we 

used maximum-likelihood ancestry estimation as implemented in ADMIXTURE v1.3.0 (14), 

testing population assignment and likelihoods across 1–15 inferred populations for each species. 

To understand genetic diversity within and among sampling sites, we calculated the inbreeding 

coefficient (FIS) for each sampling site and the fixation index among pairs of sampling sites 

(pairwise FST), respectively, using SNPRelate. 

 

We considered a population to exhibit ancestry-sharing when the minor ancestry contributed 

more than overall 20% in a consistent manner across individuals. To verify whether an admixture 

event may have led to an ancestry-sharing pattern at a particular sampling site, we compared 



 
 

4 
 

nucleotide diversity with the number of private alleles across all 57 sampling sites. We excluded 

seven individuals exhibiting signs of secondary introduction. If individuals at a sampling site that 

displayed a consistent ancestry-sharing pattern exhibited a relatively high nucleotide diversity but 

low number of private alleles, we considered it likely that these individuals may be offspring of 

admixture events from different ancestries. For each sampling site, nucleotide diversity was 

calculated as an average of per-locus nucleotide diversity using VCFtools v0.1.16 (15). 

 

Reconstruction of spread routes 

To reconstruct the demographic history of the global spread of the German cockroach, we 

adopted coalescence-based analyses using the site frequency spectrum (SFS) as implemented 

in fastsimcoal2 v.2.7. We selected nine sampling sites (see main paper for the justification) to be 

involved in the spread route reconstruction based on population genetic structure and ancestry 

estimation. As the reference genome is only available for the German cockroach, we computed a 

folded SFS excluding missing data, linked loci, and monomorphic sites using the python script 

easySFS (16, 17). Given that fastsimcoal2 allows a maximum of six populations in each scenario, 

we adopted a stepwise strategy, comprising four stages. The topology of divergence events and 

estimated parameters of each stage were used as priors for the subsequent stage (18). Each 

stage comprised one to four panels depending on the combinations of individuals involved (see 

Dataset S2). Each panel contained three to six scenarios with the same individuals but different 

divergence topologies to be simulated. We performed 50 runs for each scenario. We assumed 

three generations per year (19) and a mutation rate of 2.8 × 10−9 per site per generation as 

estimated from Drosophila melanogaster (20). Considering the relative homogeneity in the 

ancestry patterns of individuals at the selected sampling sites, we assumed no gene flow after 

divergence throughout the demographic models. All the procedures and related files are 

documented in the online repository (https://github.com/qt37t247/German_cockroach_ddRAD). 

 

https://github.com/qt37t247/German_cockroach_ddRAD
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Demographic modelling started with the inclusion of individuals from only three sampling sites 

(panel PRE, stage I) exhibiting the highest divergence in the PCA plot (Busan-Korea, Bandung-

Indonesia, and Vijayawada-India). All three possible topologies were tested: #A (India (Korea, 

Indonesia)) – delta likelihood 803; #B (Indonesia (Korea, India)) – delta likelihood 868; #C (Korea 

(India, Indonesia)) – delta likelihood 954. According to delta likelihood, the most plausible scenario 

envisaged an initial divergence of India, then Korea and Indonesia. 

 

In stage II, we aimed to investigate the relationship among the six identified ancestries. In addition 

to the individuals representing the three ancestries involved in stage I, we added individuals from 

China (CHN) and Iran (IRA); the latter constitutes the co-ancestor of the Eastern European and 

USA ancestries. Therefore, stage II comprised two panels: CHN and IRA, with each panel 

comprising five scenarios (scenarios A, B, C, D, and E).  

 

For panel CHN, in which we added individuals from China to those from stage I, five topologies of 

divergence were tested: #A ((India, China), (Korea, Indonesia)) – delta likelihood 2874; #B (India, 

((China, Korea), Indonesia))) – delta likelihood 2772; #C (India, ((China, Indonesia), Korea))) – 

delta likelihood 2848; #D (India, (China, (Indonesia, Korea))) – delta likelihood 2843; #E (China, 

(India, (Indonesia, Korea))) – delta likelihood 2926. The most plausible scenario, i.e., the one with 

the lowest delta likelihood, #B, had India diverging first, then Indonesia, then Korea and China. 

 

For panel IRA, in which we added individuals from Iran to those from stage I, five topologies of 

divergence were tested: #A ((India, Iran), (Korea, Indonesia)) – delta likelihood 2909; #B (India, 

((Indonesia, (China, Korea))) – delta likelihood 2976; #C (India, (Korea (Indonesia, Iran))) – delta 

likelihood 3036; #D (India, (Iran, (Indonesia, Korea))) – delta likelihood 3035; #E (Iran, (India, 

(Indonesia, Korea)))  – delta likelihood 3194. The most plausible scenario, #A, envisaged an initial 

divergence between Korea + Indonesia on the one hand and India + Iran on the other hand. 
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In stage III, we placed individuals from each sampling site that we had not used in the previous 

stages onto the topology that we had obtained from the previous stage. This stage comprised four 

panels: ETP, COH, UKR, and NDL. 

 

For panel ETP, in which we added individuals from Ethiopia to those from panel IRA (stage II), five 

topologies of divergence were tested: #A ((Korea, Indonesia), (India, (Iran, Ethiopia))) – delta 

likelihood 6038; #B ((Korea, Indonesia), (Ethiopia, (India, Iran))) – delta likelihood 6090; #C ((Korea, 

Indonesia), (Iran, (Ethiopia, India))) – delta likelihood 6013; #D ((Ethiopia, (Korea, Indonesia)), 

(India, (Iran, Ethiopia)) – delta likelihood 6908; #E (Ethiopia, ((Korea, Indonesia), (India, (Iran, 

Ethiopia))) – delta likelihood 9517. The most plausible scenario, #C, exhibited a divergence 

between (Korea + Indonesia) and (Ethiopia + India + Iran). Within the latter subcluster, Iran split off 

first, then Ethiopia and India. 

 

For panel COH, in which we added individuals from the USA to those from panel IRA (stage II), 

four topologies of divergence were tested: #A ((Korea, Indonesia), (India, (Iran, USA))) – delta 

likelihood 6071; #B ((Korea, Indonesia), (USA, (India, Iran))) – delta likelihood 6109; #C ((Korea, 

Indonesia), (Iran, (USA, India))) – delta likelihood 6013; #D ((USA, (Korea, Indonesia)), (India, (Iran, 

Ethiopia)) – delta likelihood 6797. The most plausible scenario, #A, resulted in a divergence 

between (Korea + Indonesia) and (India + Iran + USA). Within the latter subcluster, India split off 

first, then Iran and USA. 

 

For panel UKR, in which we added individuals from Ukraine to those from panel IRA (stage II), four 

topologies of divergence were tested: #A ((Korea, Indonesia), (India, (Iran, Ukraine))) – delta 

likelihood 5912; #B ((Korea, Indonesia), (Ukraine, (India, Iran))) – delta likelihood 6027; #C ((Korea, 

Indonesia), (Iran, (Ukraine, India))) – delta likelihood 6036; #D ((Ukraine, (Korea, Indonesia)), 
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(India, (Iran, Ethiopia)) – delta likelihood 6141. The most plausible scenario, #A, exhibited an initial 

divergence between (Korea + Indonesia) and (India + Iran + Ukraine). Within the latter subcluster, 

India split off first, then Iran and Ukraine. 

 

For panel NDL, in which we added individuals from the Netherlands to those from panel IRA (stage 

II), four topologies of divergence were tested: #A ((Korea, Indonesia), (India, (Iran, Netherlands))) 

– delta likelihood 6079; #B ((Korea, Indonesia), (Netherlands, (India, Iran))) – delta likelihood 6130; 

#C ((Korea, Indonesia), (Iran, (Netherlands, India))) – delta likelihood 6103; #D ((Netherlands, 

(Korea, Indonesia)), (India, (Iran, Ethiopia)) – delta likelihood 35641. The most plausible scenario, 

#A, envisaged a divergence between (Korea + Indonesia) and (India + Iran + Netherlands). Within 

the latter subcluster, India split off first, then Iran and the Netherlands. 

 

Throughout the first three stages, we examined the sequence of divergence events across nine 

geographical areas, showing that the global spread of the German cockroach occurred along two 

primary routes, one to the east involving ancestries from China, Indonesia, and Korea, the other to 

the west involving the remaining ancestries. Stage IV aimed to investigate the detailed placement 

of populations along the western route with a more comprehensive incorporation of samples. 

Therefore, stage IV only included one panel with six scenarios.  

 

For panel WST, we used a fixed topology and demographic parameters for the eastern route and 

the first divergence in the western route: ((Korea, Indonesia), (India, all other western individuals)). 

Six topologies of divergence were tested for the non-Indian western individuals: #A (Iran, (USA, 

(Netherlands, Ukraine))) – delta likelihood 4964; #B (Iran, (Netherlands, (USA, Ukraine))) – delta 

likelihood 4965; #C (Iran, (Ukraine, (USA, Netherlands))) – delta likelihood 4958; #D ((Iran, USA), 

(Netherlands, Ukraine)) – delta likelihood 4965. #E ((Iran, Netherlands), (Ukraine, USA)) – delta 

likelihood 4964; #F ((Iran, Ukraine), (Netherlands, USA)) – delta likelihood 4872. The most 

plausible scenario, #F, envisaged a divergence between (Iran + Ukraine) and (Netherlands + USA). 
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At the final stage, with the consolidated topology of population divergences reconstructed, we 

carried out demographic parameter estimations and parametric bootstrapping. The final stage 

comprised two panels: EST and WLD. Each panel included only one scenario. Panel EST involved 

individuals from China, Korea, Indonesia, India, and Iran with divergences in the order of ((India, 

Iran), (Indonesia, (China, Korea))). Panel WLD involved all individuals, with th following topology: 

((Indonesia, (China, Korea)), ((Ethiopia, India), ((Iran, Ukraine), (Netherlands, USA)))). We 

performed 50 runs for each scenario for the initial parameter estimation. The best run for each 

scenario was used as the input file for the parametric bootstrapping, which iterated 100 times. The 

resulting parameters of all iterations were collected to calculate medians and confidence intervals. 

 

Population divergence with migration 

To examine the nature of population admixture during the global spread of German cockroaches, 

we performed allele-frequency-based tree reconstruction as implemented in TREEMIX v.1.13 (21). 

The input allele frequency was calculated with PLINK based on a SNP dataset that excluded loci 

with >20% missing data (--geno 0.2) and/or close linkage (unphased hardcall r2 < 0.1) to 

neighboring loci (within a 25-SNP window sliding 10 SNPs per step) as suggested by the user 

manual. We first ran TREEMIX on 49 populations, excluding those with signs of secondary 

introductions (see Dataset S1). We ran migration edges from 0 to 24, with 10 independent runs for 

each migration edge. Based on the Evanno method as implemented in OptM v0.1.6 (22), the 

optimal number of migration edges was 13. However, the variance explained did not reach the 

99.8% threshold, and further increases to the number of migration edges made the analysis too 

computationally intensive.  

In the first batch of TREEMIX runs with 49 populations at 13 migration edges, most populations 

collapsed and most migratory events were identified within the Indonesian population only. The 

second batch of TREEMIX runs with 18 populations, each representing a geographic region or a 

population with prominent ancestry-sharing (see Dataset S1), balanced numbers between admixed 
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and non-admixed populations to prevent over-estimation of migration edges. In the second batch, 

we ran migration edges from 0 – 19 (99.8% variance explained threshold reached at 15), with 10 

independent runs for each migration edge. For both batches of TREEMIX runs, we grouped 500 

SNPs per linkage block (-k 500) with a round of global rearrangements after adding all populations 

(-global). 
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